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Abst ract - -Comput ing  the value of the Jacobian elliptic functions, given the argument u and 
the parameter m, is a problem, whose solution can be found either tabulated in tables of elliptic 
functions [1] or by use of existing software, such as Mathematica, etc. The inverse problem, finding 
the argument, given the Jacobian elliptic function and the parameter m, is a problem whose solution 
is found only in tables of elliptic functions. Standard polynomial inverse interpolation procedures fail, 
due to ill conditioning of the system of linear equations of the unknowns. In this paper, we describe 
a numerical procedure for inverse interpolation which gives good results in the computation of the 
argument of the Jacobian elliptic function given the Jacobian elliptic function and the parameter. 
Also, a direct interpolation is described which gives the Zeta function of Jacobi and the complete 
elliptic integral of the second kind given the argument and the parameter. These new interpolation 
procedures are important in problems involving cavities or inclusions of ellipsoidal shape encountered 
in the mechanical design of bearings, filters and composite materials. They are also important in the 
modelling of porosity of bones. This porosity may lead to osteoporosis, a disease which affects bone 
mineral density in humans with bad consequences. 
Keywords--Interpolation, Jacobian elliptic functions, Zeta function of Jacobi, Complete lliptic 
integral of the second kind. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the particular problems mentioned above, the ellipsoidal shape of the internal boundary of the 
cavity or inclusion suggests the use of ellipsoidal coordinates [2]. The corresponding coordinate 
transformation, which relates the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) to the ellipsoidal coordinates 
ai, i -- 1, 2, 3, is most conveniently introduced by using Jacobian elliptic functions. In order to 
calculate lastic stresses at any point of the Cartesian space, the ellipsoidal coordinates must be 
first calculated. 
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For the better understanding of the procedure followed in this paper, we first discuss some 
elementary problems of the Jacobian elliptic functions as presented in [1]. 
The following integrals are equivalent 
~o x dt fo¢ d/9 U ~ 
[(1 - t 2) (1 -  rat2)] 1/~ (1 - m sin 2/9) 1/2, 
(1) 
and are related by the substitutions 
t = sin 19, x = sin qa. (2) 
The Jacobian elliptic functions may be defined by the relations 
sn u = sin ~v, cn u = cos ~v, dn u = (1 - m sin s ~) 1/2, (3) 
or by the equivalent set 
snu=x,  cnu= ( l -x2)  W2, dnu= (1 -mx~)  U~. (4) 
The positive square root is to be taken in every case. 
The number u is called the argument and the number m the parameter of the functions. The 
complementary parameter is the number 
ml = 1 - m. (5) 
A more detailed representation, which is necessary when there is need for reference to the 
dependence of the functions on the parameter m of the Jaconian elliptic functions is as follows: 
sn (u I ra),  cn (u lm) ,  dn (u Ira).  (6) 
Also it is customary to regard Jacobian elliptic functions as dependent on the modulus k, where 
k 2 = m. This leads to 
sn (u [k), cn (u [ k), dn (u I k). (7) 
The three Jacobian elliptic functions are single-valued functions of the argument u and are 
doubly periodic. The numbers K and iK '  given by 
f ~r/2 dO K = K(m) = Jo (1 - m sin 2 0) 1/2' (8) 
• f~r /2  d/9 1/2 
iKt  = iK ' (m) = ~ l , (9) 
(1 - ml sin2/9) Jo 
are the real and imaginary quarter periods. When 0 < al _< K,  0 < a2 _< K I, 0 < a3 < K, then 
the first octant of the Cartesian space is covered. 
Given the value of one of the Jacobian elliptic functions, as well as the value of the parameter m, 
the argument u is calculated according to the following procedure. 
2. DES IGN OF  DATABASE- - INVERSE INTERPOLAT ION 
PROCEDURE FOR THE JACOBIAN ELL IPT IC  FUNCTIONS 
A database was created containing selected values sn (u I m) from the table of the elliptic 
function [1], for parameter values 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. To each value 
of the parameter corresponds the relevant part of the sn (u ] m) values. This part in turn is 
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split in 13 pieces in order to avoid lengthy computer searches in locating the specific value of 
sn (u Im). According to the values of the parameter and the elliptic function sn (u I m), the 
program searches for the part of the tabulated values including the given sn (u I m). The u values 
corresponding to these sn (u I m), for the given m are found and stored in a matrix. An inverse 
interpolation is then performed to yield u corresponding to the given sn (u I m) and m. 
The accuracy of the interpolation has been tested with various interpolation techniques. Stan- 
dard polynomial inverse interpolation procedures, as for example polynomial least squares ap- 
proximation, fail, due to ill-conditioning ofthe system of linear equations of the unknowns. As is 
stated in [3], the nonsingular system becomes increasingly ill-conditioned as the degree of the ap- 
proximating polynomial increases. The size of the condition umber for the matrix of coefficients 
can be very large for fairly small values of the polynomial degree, for example: degree = 4. 
A most satisfactory alternative has proved to be the Chebyshev polynomials {Tk(x)} of fourth 
order [3], giving the values of u accurate to the (fourth-second) ecimal point, as m varies in the 
interval (0,1). 
mleft 
~ J l I Q l l ~ Q I  
U 
aright 
U~eft 
m 
mright 
Figure 1. Structure of the linear interpolation applied in the database of Jacobian 
elliptic functions. 
In the case where the parameter value is not exactly one of the above values then the two 
tabulated neighboring values of m which include the given m, are found. Let call these values 
rnleft and mright, respectively. The procedure first searches for the part of the Jacobian tables 
corresponding to mleft and including the given sn (u I m) value. Inverse interpolation is performed 
to yield Uleft corresponding to sn (u I m) and rnleft. Next a similar procedure is followed to yield 
Uright , by  inversely interpolating the piece of the table corresponding to the/right and including 
sn (u Im). Now an additional linear interpolation is performed to yield the value u corresponding 
to the initial values of sn (u I m) and m, as follows Figure 1. 
(U -- Uleft ) (m - mleft) 
= (10) 
(uright - u) (m:ight - m)" 
Solving for u 
U = [Uleft (mright -- m)  -k Uright (m -- mleft)] (11) 
(mright -- mleft) 
In order to get more accurate results, the database containing the sn (u [ m) and m data must 
be designed so, that it is split in parts containing denser points as m and u increase, because 
then the changes in sn (u I m) are greater. 
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Figure 2. Jacobian elliptic function versus argument of Jacobian elliptic for pararne- 
ter values m = 0.2. 
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Figure 3. Jacobian elliptic function versus argument of Jacobian elliptic for parame- 
ter values m ---- 0.6. 
Calculations with the proposed procedure for u values corresponding to sn (u I m) are shown 
in Figures 2-4 for various values of the parameter m. In each of these figures, four sets of data 
are shown. Specifically, 
1. exact u values contained in the tables of Jacobian elliptic functions given by [1], 
2. interpolated values derived from the proposed procedure at the same sn (u I m) values as 
the exact tabular points of set 1, 
3. error between sets 1 and 2, and 
4. interpolated values derived with the proposed procedure at nontabular sn (u I m) points. 
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Figure 4. Jacobian elliptic function versus argument of Jacobian elliptic for parame- 
ter values m = 1. 
. INTERPOLAT ION PROCEDURE FOR ZETA FUNCTION OF 
JACOBI  AND COMPLETE ELL IPT IC  
INTEGRAL OF THE SECOND K IND 
A similar data base was created to yield the Jacobi's Zeta function Z(u) for given values of 
argument u and parameter m. In this case, the program searches for the part of the tables 
corresponding to the value of m and including the value of u. Then, a direct interpolation 
based on Chebyshev polynomials {Tk(x)} of fourth order [3], is applied for the derivation of the 
corresponding value of Z(u Im). Z(u) is defined as follows [1,4]: 
E 
Z(u) = Z (u I m) = E(u) - u-~, (12) 
where E(u) is the complete lliptic integral of the second kind as defined in [1], and E(K) = E. 
E, K are the complete lliptic integrals of the first kind derived from equations (8) and (9) with 
the value of the inverse lliptic function lying between 0 and K. K and E are only dependent on 
the parameter m. Polynomial approximations introduced by [4] have been applied to yield the 
values of K,  E for the given m. Then with known values of u, m, K, E, Z(u I m), the value of 
E(u) is derived from equation (12) as 
E(u) = Z(u) + u E .  (13) 
Z(u I m) values corresponding to u calculated by the proposed procedure are shown in 
Figures 5-7 for various values of the parameter m. Specifically, there are four sets of data 
appearing in each of the figures, 
1. exact Z(u I m) values as contained in the tables of Zeta function of Jacobi given by [1], 
2. interpolated values derived from the proposed procedure at the same u values as the exact 
tabular points of set 1, 
3. error between sets 1 and 2, and 
4. interpolated values derived with the proposed procedure at nontabular u points. 
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Figure 5. Zeta function of Jacobi versus argument for parameter values m = 0.2. 
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Figure 6. Zeta function of Jacobi versus argument for parameter values m = 0.6. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed inverse interpolation procedure gives the values of the inverse Jacobian elliptic 
function for given values of Jacobian elliptic function and parameter m. Similarly, the direct 
interpolation procedure gives the values of Zeta function of Jacobi and complete lliptic integral 
of the second kind for given values of parameter m and argument u. The accurate application of 
these procedures i of importance in the solution of elastic problems involving ellipsoidal cavities 
and inclusions. Such problems with porous structures are often encountered in various disciplines 
of engineering and medicine, 
1. in the production of ceramics, glass, and similar materials whose quality is diminished 
with porosity, 
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Figure 7. Zeta function of Jacobi versus argument for parameter values rn = 0.8. 
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2. in the use of porous mater ia ls  for reduct ion of the structure-born oise in automotive,  
aircraft,  and other appl ications, 
3. in the mechanical  design for max imum damping and v ibrat ion suppression of porous struc- 
tures, and 
4. in the biomedical  field, as part  of diagnosis and monitor ing of osteoporosis and other 
condit ions of bone loss in the form of increasing porosity. 
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